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PREFACE
The Master plan for The Kerala Ceramics Ltd (TKCL) gives the road map for the next 10
years from 2021-31.
31. This aims for the turnaround of the company from a loss making
to a profit making unit of the Govt., earning
earning adequate return on capital employed and
providing sustainable competitive advantage for healthy survival and growth of the
company. The master plan will be implemented in three phases, viz Short term,
Medium term and Long term. The global demand of Kaolin
olin products is around one
lakh mt. / annum and is growing at3.5% CAGR. Also Asia
Asia-Pacific
Pacific region is predicted to
dominate the Kaolin market with a CAGR of 5%.
After implementing Short term plan (2021
(2021-23),
23), the Plant will attain 100% capacity
utilization. This
his will ensure sufficient Raw material for Fine grade production. The
turnover expected to increase from Rs 898 lakhs to Rs 1802 lakhs and PBDIT expected
increase is from Rs.55 lakhs to Rs 545 lakhs. As a result of increased capacity utilization
and optimum
um utilization of Power, Fuel & Labor, the specific cost will reduce by 2020
30%. There will be an increase in direct employment by 20 nos. The fuel substitution
by CNG will fetch Rs. 303 lakhs in cost savings.
During the mid-term
term plan (2023-26)
(2023
production and more remunerative products such
as fine grade (KAOFINE) will Increase market acceptability and fetch high price
advantage. The turnover will be raised to Rs. 2174 lakhs with an additional direct
employment generation of 54 Nos. The key outcome of this phase is that the PBT will
attain a positive value.
Purchase of clay bearing land from close proximity will ensure Raw material availability
for next 25 years. Further cost reduction methods by natural drying of low end
products will increase profitabilit
profitability and sustainability. The company having come out of
its losses during this period can approach banks for financing the future projects. The
promoter share may be provided by the Government.
lays envisaged.
During the long term plan (2026
(2026-31), the production of Calcined clays
Calcined clay is a substitute for Titanium Dioxide in Paint Industry. The market demand
will be around one lakh MT/ Annum by 2030
2030-31.
31. An Attractive appreciation with
market price of Rs. 23,000/ MT with an expected profit margin of 50% is expected.
ex
The
byproduct “coarser clay” will find application as filler in Paper &Rubber products.
During this phase, a turn--over of Rs.4500 lakhs of is expected. Direct employment
generation in tune of 150 no’s is also expected during this phase. The means of
o
financing of the projects in long term plan will be through loan from banks/
institutions and the promoter’s contribution being provided by the Government.
In short, the projects executed in a time bound, cost effective manner in the next ten
years will radically transform TKCL to one of the best PSUs of the state
state, putting into
the best use of natural resources in an environment friendly manner and earning
attractive return on the capital invested besides creating employment and
contributing to the development
pment of the area.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1

This Master plan gives road map for The Kerala Ceramics Ltd (TKCL) for the
next 10 years i.e. from 2021
2021-22 to 2030-31.
31. This is scheduled for execution
in threephases –Short
Short term Plan from 2021 to 2023 (Two Years), Mid-term
Plan from 2023 to 2026 (Three years) and Long term plan from 2026 to
2031(Five years).

1.2

The Master plan aims to improve performance of the company so as to earn
adequate return on capital employed and to provide sustainable competitive
advantage. In
n order to develop the strategic plan, comprehensive analysis of
the internal and external environment of the company and its business is
carried out.

1.3

The basic philosophy underlying the Master Plan is to focus on maximizing
external effectiveness and inte
internal efficiency.

1.3.1

External effectiveness is sought to be improved by maximizing Customer
Satisfaction and incorporating flexibility in operations to address the
changing needs of customers and providing the best after sales service. This
will ensure customerr loyalty and also help improve brand loyalty.

1.3.2

The other aspect is improving internal efficiency. Maximizing productivity in
all business processes is the only solution for this. Improving cycle time,
waste reduction initiatives and preparing the productio
production
n machinery for
responding to changing customer requirements are the means for achieving
this. By adopting and implementing Total Quality Management, Lean
Techniques, Just-in - Time systems supported by an information system
which will provide in real time the performance achieved in all critical areas,
the operational efficiency will be improved substantially and provide the
company sustainable competitive advantage.

1.4

This report explains below the internal and external analysis of the
company’s business en
environment
vironment and how the planned projects are
implemented in the Short term, Midterm and long term.

1.5

To have a proper evaluation of the improvements, it is necessary to have a
summarized picture of the current position and working of the company.

1.6

It seems appropriate
opriate to give a snapshot of the history of the company for the
information of those who are not familiar with the company and its
operations. This will help to have a better understanding of the matters that
are being discussed in the Master Plan.
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2.
2.1

ABOUT
T THE COMPANY

The Kerala Ceramics Limited (TKCL) was established in 1963 with
authorized capital Rs.1400 lakhs and registered office at Kundara in Kollam
District. The company is fully owned by the Government of Kerala.

2.2

Initially the Company had three Divisions out of which two were closed
following heavy loss mainly due to hike in cost of inputs which could not be
passed on to customers. At present itoperates Clay and Mineral Division
where raw clay is mined, refined, chemically treated, filtered and spray
s
dried
to produce spray dried kaolin. The final product i.e. spray dried Kaolin has
enormous applications in paint, paper, rubber, ceramics, and detergent
industries etc. in India and abroad.

2.3

Existing Spray Drying plant was installed in 1973 and a partial
modernization of this plant was carried out in 2019
2019-20
20 for the first time in
46 years.

2.4

The company has suffered losses mainly due to lack of updated plant and
machineries and high fuel cost, which is the major component in deciding
overall cost of production. Major portion of the plant has been modernized in
2018-20
20 period. For fuel cost reduction, company has changed over to LPG
from Diesel in 2018. A substantial reduction in fuel cost (nearly 50%) could
be achieved due to this. For further cost re
reduction
duction LNG plant has been
installed and commissioned in March 2021
2021,, results of the same will be
reflected in 2021-22
22 financial statement. As a result of the various initiatives
taken from 2016-17
17 onwards, the company has started showing increase in
capacity
ty utilization, turn over etc. As a result of above, company started
making operating profit (PBDIT) from 2018-19
2018 19 and it is being continued for
last three years.

2.5

The company was functioning at loss right from inception. At present
company has negative net worth, and accumulated losses. The liabilities of
the closed sections are putting heavy financial burden on the operating unit.
Yet it was able to continue operations with the state government giving
financial support.

2.6

The Master Plan consisting of Short, Medium and Long Term plans provides
road map for turn-around,
around, achieving adequate return on invested funds and
sustainable competitive advantage.
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3.
3.1

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE OF THE COMPANY

The Consolidated Financial performance of the company for the period
2016 – 21is given below.
Year

2016-17
17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

2020-21

Turn Over
(Rs lakhs)

294.36

430.29

692.09

685.40

898

Operating
Profit
(Rs lakhs)

-261.77
261.77

-115.6

17.36

54.04

55.03

Net Profit
(Rs lakhs)

-708.21
708.21

-885.35

-408.36

-677.3

-696.79

164 (WC)

165 (WC)+
279 (Proj)
= 444

428 (WC)+
1029 (Proj)
= 1449

Completed

Completed

Completed

Govt.
Support
(Rs lakhs)
Audit
Status

3.2

250 (Proj)

Completed

200 (WC)+
500 (Proj)+
300 (KSEB)
= 1000
In progress

The profitability projection as a result of implementing short term and
medium term plans is shown below.
MASTER PLAN FOR SHORT & MEDIUM TERM
PROFITABILITY PROJECTION
Particulars
Production KAOLIN (MT)
Sales Revenue
(Rs. lacs)
Increase/
decrease in stock
Value of
production
through stock
adjustment

Rs. In Lacs
2019-20
2019
2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25
2024
2025-26
6730.25

7900

12000

14400

15300

15300

18000

685.40

898.00

1415.20

1698.20

1802.15

1853.15

2174.00

243.87

40.93

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

929.27

938.93

Raw Materials

1415.20 1698.20 1802.15 1853.15 2174.00

Cost of Production
Variable Cost
29.19
44.34
53.21

56.53

56.53

66.51

Chemicals

70.91

107.71

129.25

137.33

137.33

161.57

Power

80.05

102.00

115.20

122.40

122.40

135.00

229.81

237.77

285.32

303.16

303.16

356.65

32.72

49.70

59.64

63.37

63.37

74.55

30.21

45.89

55.07

58.51

58.51

68.83

472.89

587.41

697.69

741.30

741.30

863.11

466.04

827.79 1000.51 1060.85 1111.85 1310.89

Fuel
Packing
Other Direct
Expenses (Maint.)
Total Variable
437.49
Cost
Contribution
491.78
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Rs. In Lacs

Particulars

2019-20
2019
2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25
2024
2025-26

Employee Cost
Admin. & Selling
Expenses
Total fixed
operating cost
PBDIT
Depreciation /
Amortization

Fixed operating Expenses
330.72 384.00 421.13
80.29

432.85

454.49

490.13

81.29

82.29

83.29

84.29

85.29

437.74 411.01

465.29

503.42

516.14

538.78

575.42

54.04

55.03

362.50

497.09

544.71

573.07 735.47

168.54

254.21

392.75

352.02

317.37

430.38

95.00

95.00

95.00

300.20

9.34

97.69

160.70

4.89

Interest 450.73 583.28 625.08
Profit before tax/
-677.69
677.69 -696.79 -516.79
Loss (-)

735
497

363
54

55

2019-20

2020-21

9

2021-22
-517

-678

573

545

2022-23

98

2023-24

161
5

2024-25

2025-26

PBDIT

-697

Assumptions & Conclusions:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

All loans till 31.03.2021 is converted into equity during the year
2022-23,
23, so interest on Rs 10 Cr to be received in 2021
2021-22 only is
due from 22-23
23 till 24
24-25
Interest is charged @ 9.5%
Interest on loan on 15 Cr & 12 Cr is considered from 2025-26
2025
Depreciation on Rs.12 Cr considered from 2025-26
2025
Rs.15 Cr for acquisition of land does not attract depreciation
Rs. 27 Cr requirement for new project is funded as 20% using own
fund & 80% through GOK and bank loans
Cost from 2021
21-22 have been arrived at taking 2020-21
21 cost/MT as
base except for power & fuel
fuel.
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4. DEMAND OUTLOOK & SECTORIAL TREND
4.1

The demand for value added hydrous and calcined clays is looking good
because of the preference for premium grade products in paint, paper and
other user industries.
Expert comment: - The Projections are realistic
Projected hydrous clay demand for 5 years from 2021-22
2021 22 to 2025
2025-26
Product

4.2

2021-22
2021

2022-23

2023-24

2024-25

2025-26

Coarse grade

80000

85000

95000

100000

110000

Medium
Fine grade

70000

75000

80000

90000

100000

Fine grade

50000

54000

58000

65000

75000

Ultrafine grade

90000

96000

102000

110000

115000

TOTAL

290000

310000

335000

365000

400000

The major market for hydrous clay in India is Paper and Paint industries.
Rubber, Glass fiber, Ceramic, Soap and Detergent industries are the minor
consumers of hydrous clay. The kaolex grade produced by TKCL is mainly
used as pre-coat
coat for paper industry.

4.3

English Indian Clays Ltd. (EICL) is the market leader in India. EICL closed
their hydrous clay production unit at Veli due to issues relating to mining
and stared a new unit at Bhuj, Gujarat. But the production is very less and
hydrous clay is sourced from other manufacturers to feed the market. The
supply is very
ery much limited and this is an opportunity to other
manufacturers.

4.4

The calcined clay production unit at Thonnakkal is working with 60 %
capacity and the products are supplied to paint industries. Due to the
mining issue EICL is planning to close down the Thonnakkal unit in due
course of time. They are planning to increase the capacity of hydrous clay at
Bhuj. They may shift the calciner unit to Bhuj at a later stage. So there is an
opportunity to other manufacturers during this period.
Expert comment:-To
To the best of my understanding EICL currently
has no plans to close down the Calcined Clay Unit at Thonnakkal.

4.5

Now the clay market is not growing due to Covid -19
19 pandemic, but the
industries will come back to the normal growth rate of 10
10-12
12 % in one or two
year’s time.
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4.6

Products from Kunda
ara Matrix

4.6.1

Only Thonakkal area has the secondary deposit which has pure, finer and
high recovery clay matrix. EICL and Alpha Minerals are benefited because of
this deposit. Few others are mining in this area and selling the clay matrix to
EICL. Now EICL closed their
their hydrous clay plant in Veli and continuing the
manufacturing of calcined clay at Thonnakkal unit. The finer grade hydrous
clay comes out of this process goes for producing calcined clay and the
coarser grade hydrous clay comes out as secondary product iis
s spray dried
and sold to Glass Fiber industries.

4.6.2

EICL setup a new clay processing unit at Bhuj in the year 2020 and they are
trying to cater the hydrous clay from this unit to paint, paper and rubber
industries. EICL does not own any mine in Bhuj but they
they are sourcing clay
matrix from other mine owners. They are in the process of buying their own
mines. Buying of new mines and stabilization of the processing unit may
happen in one year time.

4.6.3

20 Micron, Ashapuram minerals, HD micron and Shriram minerals are
a
having own mines in Bhuj area and they are manufacturing hydrous clay
and supplying to paint and paper industries. Many small mines owners are
manufacturing hydrous clay and supplying to ceramic industries.

4.6.4

Ashapuram minerals, 20 Micron, HD Micron and S
Surya minechem are
manufacturing calcined clay from Bhuj hydrous clay and supplying to
various paint industries.

4.6.5

The clay deposit available in Kundara area is primary deposit in nature,
which has coarser particle size and coloured impurities. But this deposit
depo
is
better than any other primary deposit available in the country, especially
Bhuj deposit in Gujarat. Kundara matrix has higher clay recovery of about
50% against the Bhuj clay which has 10
10-15%
15% recovery. The yellow coloured
titano-ferrous
ferrous impurities are
are available in less quantity and converted into
white colour by the bleaching process more economically than Bhuj clay. In
addition to this some of the grey matrix is available which has very less
coloured impurities.

4.6.6

Therefore it is possible to produce both hydrous clay and clacined clay from
Kundara matrix economically for various applications.
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4.6.7

As most of the hydrous clay manufacturers are set up at the western region,
Bhuj

– Gujarat, south Indian customer requirements can be met

competitively.
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5.
5.1

STRENGTH

Unique Property of product in application
Company’s product is mainly used as sub coat purpose in paper industries.

5.1.1

Kaolin is the most extensively used particulate mineral in the filling and
coating of paper. It improves paper appearance
appearance,, which is characterized by
gloss, smoothness, brightness and opacity, and of greatest significance, it
improves printability. Paper is also filled with kaolin to extend fiber. Opacity,
gloss, printability and, to a lesser extent, brightness of paper imparted
impar
by
coating and filling with kaolin, are largely functions of particle size and
particle size distribution. Hence if our sub coat grade clay is engineered to
attain finer particle size and distribution, product application can be
diversified and better market acceptability can be achieved.

5.2

Acquired 4.32 acres of clay bearing land, extension to existing mines
and deposit sufficient for next 25 years – DMG estimated.

5.2.1

As per study conducted by Department of Mining and Geology, Kaolin
Deposit of 1.67 million tones is available in Kanjiracode
ode area of Mulavana
Village.
Expert comment: - DMG only projects the totality of available mineral
reserve. Extractable quantity is based on mining permit in compliance
with current laws. The Hon SC’s recently upheld NGT’s stipulation of
100 mt boundary. Reconfirm reserve if this affects Karolin Mining.
Comment by MD:-It
It is later confirmed that above mentioned boundary
limit is 50 mtrs only as the verdict is concerned with stone quarrying,
which involves blasting. Ours
Our is non blasting in nature.

5.2.2

Already
y company has acquired 4.32 acres of mining land in first phase. As a
second phase, another 7 acres can be acquired if effective steps are taken.
This will meet the raw material requirement of TKCL for the next 20-25years.
20
Thus the company has the unique advantage raw material availability in
close proximity for a long period.

5.3

Existing market linkage to neighboring states and low logistic cost to
existing major customers – TNPL & ITC

5.3.1

The domestic demand for hydrous kaolin is very high compared to supply
and is met by imports. TKCL has a number of industries where it can sell its
products. The company has regular customers who require large quantities
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of Kaolin and are willing to take increased volumes, if offered (e.g. TNPL,
TNPL ITC
etc). The plants of these major paper producers are situated in neighboring
state of Tamil Nadu. Logistic cost of TKCL imparted will be low in
comparison to its competitors who are operating from Western India.
5.4

Nearness to Raw material & market

5.4.1

In Kaolin processing, availability of good quality of raw clay is a major factor
deciding the financial health of the company. In the case of TKCL, in fact,
good quality raw clay is available in its courtyard itself. Due to this the
average raw clay cost per tton
on of product lies in the range of Rs 350 to 400
only, which is very low.The survey of DMG reveals that there are rich
deposits of hydrous clay in the area. The plant and mines are located far
away from areas of dense human population. Also company has got the
advantage of serving its major customers exists in nearby state as stated
above. The proximity of facilities such like road, rail and port is an added
advantage. Hence company enjoys a very crucial and unique advantage of
having situated at a place wh
where
ere both raw material and market is nearby.

5.5

Workforce with more than 25 years of experience.

5.5.1

The present employee strength of TKCL is 105 nos. The average age of
employees is in the range of 45 to 50 years. Company has the advantage of
having a good strength of work force with an experience more than 25 years.
Quality of clay
lay processing is very much linked with the experience of work
force who operate
perate and supervise the critical operations like chemical
bleaching, filtration and spray drying. Experienced work force can provide
on the job training to the new incumbents recruited for existing and future
projects.
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6.

WEAKNESS

6.1

Non availability of Value Added Products

6.1.1

Company’s products – Kaofil and Kaolex – are used for filler and sub coat
purpose in paper industries. Profit margin for these products are
comparatively low. Hence any hike in cost of production due to external and
internal reasons will
ill adversely affect the profitability. One of the option to
overcome this weakness is to go for the production of Value Added Products
whose profit margin is high. In hydrous clay, fine grade delaminated clay is a
product which can fetch high range of pro
profitability.
fitability. Its market demand also
is very high due to its extensive use in paper board manufacturing which is
used by packaging industries. Similarly another value added product is
Calcined clay which is extensively used in Paint manufacturing as a
substitute
tute for costly Titanium Dioxide, as whitening extender. Both these
products manufacturing options are included in the mid and long term
plans.

6.2

Net loss due to old liability

6.2.1

Company was incurring losses right from inception due to lack of
modernized plant, high cost of production and non
non-availability
availability of raw clay
bearing land for mining. All these aspects were addressed with government
support and as a result c
company could set up a modern plant (partial with
available fund sanctioned), installed LNG plant for
for reducing fuel cost which
is a major component in cost of production and purchased mining land to
meet the requirement of raw material. Based on these initiative taken,
company could achieve operating profit from the year 2018
2018-19.
19. However this
advantage is
s not reflected in the overall performance and account
statements due to the high financial cost accounted as interest component
of old loans given to company. However this matter was brought to the
notice of government and seeking further steps to resolve the issue to make
the account statement of the company bankable.

6.3

Unsettled KSEB old dues of Rs 1262 lakhs

6.3.1

In 2017, KSEB demanded an amount of Rs.44Cr. as old electricity dues and
interest. Of this, principal is Rs.8.79Cr and the remaining is interest
amount.
unt. The arrear period is from 1986 to May, 2013. From 2013, company
is remitting monthly payments promptly. Company received an RR (Revenue
Recovery) notice in the month of June, 2017 on the basis of requisition
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raised by KSEB to Revenue Department for re
recovering
covering the aforesaid dues of
Rs.44Cr. On finding anomaly in the account statement of KSEB, a series of
reconciliation meetings were carried out between KSEB and Company
officials. As a result of reconciliation and one time settlement benefit, the
amount was finally reduced to Rs 15.62 Cr with a princi
principal component as Rs
7.0 Cr. Company has remitted an amount of Rs
Rs. 3.0 Cr and requested KSEB
to account this against the principal amount for which a favorable reply has
not obtained so far. Altogether now the total dues stands at Rs.
Rs 12.62 Cr.
Options of settlement through the transfer of unused land of company is
also under consideration.
6.4

Absence of R&D facility
Currently company is equipped with laboratory facility just to meet the
requirement of process control and quality checking of various raw material,
in process material and finished good. As the operations of company is
developing we need to find out the possibilities of attributing additional
characteristics for the product to yield market advantag
advantage.
e. Also we need to
develop additional products in the chain of bye products. All these
developments should be supported with the help of proper R&D facility.
Presently company is depending outside agencies for this purpose which is
not yielding correct result
result as they are not as much as conversant with Kaolin
industry as our officers are. Hence non availability of R&D facility is
considered as a weakness.
Expert comment: - Quite relevant. Probably in the Short Term we could
start of with an application lab for Paint and Rubber before moving on
to Paper in the subsequent phases. Target should be to have a complete
R&D set up by the start of the Long term.

6.5

Absence of succession plan in human resource front

6.5.1

Average age of employees, including officers is between
between 45 to 55 years. Many
functional departments like Mining, Quality control, Marketing etc are
devoid of proper qualified persons. Also immediately retiring positions in
other areas required to be inducted with second line. Company’s recruitment
is carried out through PSC and Employment exchange. However certain
positions are not covered in the existing recruitment methods. All these
areas, especially key positions, not covered under PSC and EE, needs to be
immediately filled through Public Sector Selection and Recruitment Board.
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This will help company to develop an adequate second line, which will
support the on-going
going progress envisaged in Master Plan.
6.6

Huge interest & damages for old EPF and ESI payments

6.6.1

In 2017, there was huge dues in EPF and ESI payments because
b
of
continuous loss making operations. This dues included mainly the
contribution part (7 A) in EPF and ESI. EPF authorities even confiscated the
fund available for the Company from government support in treasury. It was
not possible to operate the firm
firm without making the statutory payments, at
least the contribution part involved. Accordingly company started clearing all
dues concerned with contributions for EPF and ESI in a time bound manner
based on the series of discussions with statutory authorit
authorities.
ies. Now, the
contributions with ESI and EPF are regularly paid without giving a chance
for any further interest and damages. As a result of this, all dues in
contribution category has been cleared. Also company is challenging the
orders made in interest (7Q)
(7Q) and damages (14B) category, with a request to
reduce as much as possible considering the pathetic financial condition
existed in past. Approx. Rs. 200 lakhs of statutory payments with respect to
interest and damages are expected. From this a major port
portion
ion of damages
part may be exempted which will be known after final verdict of appellate
authority.
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7.

OPPORTUNITIES

7.1

Scope for production - Value Added Products (VAP)

7.1.1

Paper coating industries are growing due to attractive packaging application.
In order to capture the opportunity, company has to start manufacturing
fine grade Kaolin which is used for top coat application. Presently this grade
is widely imported by paper boar
board
d manufacturers. Hence our product can be
considered as an import substitute. In the paint industry also there is good
demand for specialty paints and the possibility of new market for ultrafine
clays.

7.1.2

Calcined clay is used in the premium grade emulsion paints as partial
replacement of titanium dioxide. The price of titanium dioxide is going up
and the demand for Calcined clay is increasing year by year. As a long term
plan company should start manufacturing Calcined clay so as to increase
revenue and profitability.
fitability.

7.2

VAP - Fine grade hydrous and Calcined clay, more remunerative
The average realization of various products is given in the table below.

7.2.1

Product

Rate/ MT

Profit share w.r.to
Cost of Production

Kaofine
(Top coat grade - VAP)

Rs.18,000

50%

Kaolex
(Sub coat grade)

Rs.12,000

15-20%
20%

Kaofil
(Filler grade)

Rs.10,000

7%

Calcined Clay
(Value Added Product)

Rs. 23,000

50%

Above data show the difference in selling price and profit share with respect
to production cost as far as VAP grades concerned. Hence it is an
opportunity to be captured in mid and long term plan by implementation of
production facility of VAP grades.
Expert comment: - Price is Quality dependent and Quality is Matrix
dependent. Critical parameters are Brightness and Viscosity which are
inherent properties of the RM. If this is ensured then Market and
Product price is not an issue.
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7.3

Reduction in Cost of Manufacturing by Natural drying for low grade
product

7.3.1

The wet product from process is presently
presently dried using LNG heating. And the
average cost is about Rs.2250/mt. There is an opportunity to do the drying
process using natural sunlight at Ambasamudram in Tamil Nadu. Drying
cost is the major cost component in clay processing. In Bhuj area, low grade
products are dried using sun light and no costly fuel is used. This strategy
can be adopted by the company for low grade filler category so that overall
fuel cost can be reduced drastically.
Expert comment: - One should guard against sand contamination
contaminat
during Press Cake sun drying affecting Product Quality. Grit %
permissible (sand) is a key Quality parameter.

7.4

Possibility of sub-contracting
contracting for increased production

7.4.1

The global demand of Kaolin products is around 1 lakh mt/ annum and is
growing at3.5% CAGR. Also Asia
Asia-Pacific
Pacific region is predicted to dominate the
Kaolin market with a CAGR of 5%. Considering these facts, in case product
need beyond the plant capacity is required in future, TKCL may resort to
subcontracting

certain

production

activities

thereby

enhancing

the

production and meeting the customer needs.
Expert comment: - Due to limitation in ensuring stringent Quality
parameters, a last resort, that too for lower grades.
grade
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8.
8.1

THREATS

Imposing stringent safe zone restrictions in inhabitant location by
National Green Tribunal and Imposing stringent Pollution standards by
statutory bodies

8.1.1

National Green Tribunal (NGT) has recently passed an order by which it
increased the safe zone distance for stone quarrying mines, where blasting is
required, from 100 to 200 meters. This order was challenged by stone
quarrying mine owners and Hon’ble High Court has ordered for a detailed
study to be conducted by Central Poll
Pollution
ution Control Board before passing a
final verdict on this. Even though presently non blasting mines like Clay
mining and sand mining has not come under the purview of this order, in
future there exist a threat for us also. In such a situation we will not be in a
position to use the mining land purchased or to be purchased effectively.
Expert comment: - as already mentioned, Pl ensure NGT impact on
Mining.

8.2

Increase in LNG price.

8.2.1

The LNG price is very volatile. There can be sudden hike and dip in prices.
As fuel price contributes to nearly 40% of the product cost, any market
fluctuation can seriously impact the overall cost of production. In last 6
months LNG price has almost doubled, thereby causing huge impact in cost
of production. Normally LNG prices go h
high
igh during winter season and
similarly it shows a considerable dip during summer months, thereby on an
average we get a substantial advantage for the whole year. This year it has
come to understand that, the suppliers are trying to overcome heavy loss
incurred
rred due to pandemic situation in last FY. If that is so, there exist a
good hope of reduced price once the pandemic situation subsides.

8.3

Reduction in import duty for fine grade Kaolin

8.3.1

Currently due to high import duty the landed price of imported clay is higher
h
than Indian counterparts
counterparts. This benefit will be lost if government reduces
import duty. Currently the difference in GST and import duty for hydrous
kaolin is 4.36%. Any reduction in import duty will adversely affect margin
and increase the competition.
competition
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The consolidated detail of tax and duties is given in table below.
Domestic (GST)

5.00%

Import Duty (Kaolin
Kaolin and other ka
kaolinic clays,
whether or not calcined)

9.36%

VAP (Pigments
Pigments and preparations based thereon: Other)
8.4

25.85%

Possibility of domestic players making joint ventures with foreign
producers

8.4.1

Globally there are many players and they have very high volume production
of spray dried hydrous clay. If international players could go for any of the
following decision then there is a possibi
possibility
lity of penetrating the market of
TKCL or any other Indian players.


Supply of VAP grades at a competitive price.



Supply of normal coating grades at a price comparable to the
landed price.



Dumping of coating grade clays because of surplus production.

8.5

Production
roduction loss due to pandemic situation.

8.5.1

Now the clay market is not growing due to Covid -19
19 pandemic, but the
industries will come back to the normal growth rate of 10
10-12%
12% in near
future.

8.5.2

Our production activities from May 2021, continuously getting aff
affected due
to pandemic situation prevailing, because of lock down, and employees
getting tested positive. Under this challenging situation also company made
profit during first quarter and hope for the improvement in situation in
coming months.
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9.

SHORT TERM PLAN

This Master plan for The Kerala Ceramics Ltd (TKCL) is envisaged for next
10 years i.e. from 2021
2021-22 to 2030-31.
31. This plan is scheduled for execution
in three phases – Short term from 2021to 2023 (Two Years), Mid-term
Mid
from
2023 to 2026 (Three years) and Long term from 2026 to 2031(Five years).
9.1

The details of projects in short term plan is given in the table below.
Project Details

Cost
(Rs. In Lakhs)

Stabilization of Plant capacity at 18000 TPA
by de-bottlenecking
bottlenecking process stream

700
300

Preparatory works for VAP manufacturing
9.1.1

Period

2021-23

Stabilization of Plant capacity at 18000 TPA
Current capacity of the plant 12000 TPA @ 1000 MT per month. There are
various bottle necks in attaining 100% capacity of 18000 TPA or 1500 MT
per month. Various bottle necks are as detailed below.
1. Lack of working spares for Blunging section – Horizontal and Vertical
Blunging section is the section where raw clay is mixed with water to
form a slurry which is having a homogeneous nature. This slurry
slurr is
send to refining section for sand removal. Due to harsh and heavy work
load of homogenization of abrasive sand, both horizontal and vertical
blungers undergo regular maintenance for a longer period. Unless we
have a working spare,
spare production loss due to
o the stoppage of these
machineries cannot be addressed. By keeping a working spare for both
blungers, we will be in a position to generate the slurry to the extent of
feeding 4500 to 5000 MT of raw clay per month.
2. Lack of working spare for Filter press
Another
other

critical

equipment

breakdown

of

which

causes

heavy

production loss is Filter pres
press.
s. At present we are having 2 numbers of
Filter Presses working continuously. In order to substitute during break
down it is required to equip with another working spare.
spare This will
enable us to achieve 300 droppings per month sufficient to produce
1500 MT of spray dried kaolin.
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3. Lack of process tanks for pre bleach and post bleach section
Unless we have sufficient slurry in stock at pre and post bleaching
section to caterr the requirement of downstream operations, we will not
be in a position to attain 1500 MT mark in a month. On continuous
evaluation of last one year operations, it is estimated that there exist a
800 M3 and 1200 M3 shortage of space for storing pre bleach and post
bleach slurries. Accordingly we are augmenting the capacities of
existing tanks as well as with construction of new tanks (2 number
number), to
attain above target.
4. Lack of packing machine in place of manual packing done currently
Once we reach 1500 MT per month production capacity existing
manual packing is not sufficient to cope up with the rated capacity of
Spray Drier. As a result of which storage bins will get filled and
production loss will occur. To avoid this issue we are planning to go for
semi-automatic
automatic packing system with pre calibrated packing machine,
Stitching machine and transporting conveyor system to godown.
5. Lack of mechanized stacking and truck loading system.
Once packed material reaches at godown @ 60 MT per day, it has to be
properly stacked as per quality parameters. A set of horizontal and
slanting conveyor system will do the job of stacking and truck loading
avoiding manual dependency to a great extent. This will allow the
functioning of stacking and loading system without interrupting
interrup
upstream production activities
Expert comment
comment: - Feasibility of Pack to dispatch to be explored
for obvious advantages.
6. Non availability of Effluent Treatment system
Existing Effluent Treatment System is not adequate to satisfy the
discharge norms of Pollution Control Board. Hence we need to install
an updated ETP facility to attain the discharge norms of PCB to satisfy
statutory norms.
7. Non availability of Sand washing system
One of our by-products
products is washed sand. The clay content of the washed
sand originated
iginated from refining section has to be further washed to
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reduce the clay content and improve recovery. Hence we are planning to
install a sand washing plant for this purpose.
Details of all above activities have been given in the DPR submitted
with government
nment and obtained AS for the project.
9.1.2 Preparatory works for VAP manufacturing
As we are planning to install the plant for the production of fine grade
hydrous kaolin, certain preparatory works for fine grade production which
are beneficial to existing plant needs to be carried out. These works
include
a) Laying independent KSEB ABC cable for TKCL alone with independent
feeder – This will avoid heavy power break down which is essential for
the trouble free operation of sophisticated equipment like Centrifuge,
Centrifug
De-laminators
laminators etc. Without say, this will be beneficial for existing plant
also
b) In plant road tarring and making suitable for the trouble free movement
of material handling equipment inside the plan.
c) Additional processing tanks for collection and feeding
feeding to VAP plant in
future. This can be used for existing plant also.
d) Slurry thickening mechanism to be installed to increase the solid
content in the feed slurry to Filter press as well as Spray Drier. This will
increase the productivity and reduce the sp. Fuel and chemical cost.
Expert comment: - Slurry Thickening aided by Flocculants could
affect the finished Product Viscosity, detrimental to Quality.
9.1.3

Benefits of Short Term Plan
I.

Plant attains 100% capacity – 1500 TPM. Existing – 1000 TPM
The plant capacity utilization
will

be

gradually

increased

from 34.34% in 2019-20
2019
to
85% in 2021-22
22 and then to

Average Monthly Production (MT)
621

886

439
230

100% by 2025-26.
26. The average
monthly

production

years is given in chart.

of

past
2017

2019

2020

2021

By installing additional machinery,micro fine variety of Kaolin can be
added
ded in the product portfolio and average realization will increase by
30%.
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II.

Ensuring sufficient process stream for Fine grade production.
At present the plant is producing and selling about 850
850-900
900 mt/ Month
of Kaolex which is used as pre-coat
pre
for paper industry.
ustry. The plant is
having a design capacity of 1500mt/ month. The additional capacity
650 mt of capacity production after stabilizing can be used for Fine
grade production of 200 mt and coarse grade production of 450mt.

III.

Turn over increase to Rs. 1698 la
lakhs
By stabilizing the process and improving the plant production to 1500
mt during 2022--23,
23, there will be an increase in the turnover of the
company by nearly 150% from 2019
2019-20 level,
Turn Over
(Rs. in Lakhs)

IV.

2019-20

2020-21

2021-22

2022-23

685

898

1415

1698

Specific cost reduction by 20
20-30% - Power, Fuel & Labor.
As the volume of production is increased, by 33%, relative reduction in
specific cost can be achieved, especially in Power, Fuel and Labor cost.
On our previous experience the sp.cost reduction is expected in the
range of 20 to 30%.

V.

Increase in employment – 20 Nos.
To arrive at the human capital requirements for the short term plan,
manpower
er

allocation

was

relied

on

based

on

the

production

requirement.
Description
Present Strength
Short Term Projects
VI.

Category

Total

Officer

Staff

Workmen

8

33

64

105

10

37

78

125

Increase in customer base by meeting additional demand.
At present due to closure of operation of EICL, we are getting more
enquiries for our product from new customers. Due
ue to above mentioned
bottle necks our production is restricted to 1000 mt per month. Once
we de-bottleneck
bottleneck above difficulties, production will be increased to the
range of 1500 mt per month. This will enable us to extend our service
to new customers also.
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VII.

Operating Profit hike to a range of Rs 400 to 500 lakhs
The current PBDIT of the company for tthe period 2019-20
20 is 54 Lakhs.
After successful completion of the short term plan, operational profit is
expected to be around Rs.497 Lakhs. The details is given in the table
below
PBDIT
(Rs. In Lakhs)

VIII.

2019-20

2020-21

2021-22

2022-23

54

55

363

497

Cost benefits of LNG plant commissioned in March 2021.
During the period January – November 2017, the plant was utilizing
Diesel as fuel for their thermal energy requirements in spray drier. Due
to the cost hike and other environmental impacts the plant h
had
envisaged to switch over to LNG. As LNG was not available during this
period, the plant substituted Diesel fuel to LPG, for 39 months, and
later during March 2021 the LNG project was commissioned.
The average Specific Fuel Cost in Rs./mt of production
production for Diesel, LPG
& LNG is calculated and consolidated in the table below.
Sl. No

Time Period

Fuel Used

Average Cost/ MT

1

Jan 2017
2017- Nov 2017

Diesel

Rs.4571/Rs.4571/

2

April 2019
2019- Feb 2021

LPG

Rs.2883/
Rs.2883/-

3

Mar 2021
2021- May 2021

LNG

Rs.2214/
Rs.2214/-

Cost savings/ MT (Diesel to LNG)
Average Monthly Production (Jan(Jan Mar 2021) (MT)
Average monthly cost savings
Average annual cost savings

Rs.2357/
Rs.2357/1073
Rs.25.3 Lakhs
Rs.303 Lakhs

As a result of substituting the fuel from Diesel to LNG, an annual cost
savings of Rs.303 Lakhs is achieved. This achievement is considered to
be a remarkable one in the point of view of energy cost reduction.
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10.
10.1

MID TERM PLAN

The detail of mid-term
term project is shown in the
t table below.
Project Details

Cost
(Rs. In Lakhs)

Installation of Fine grade
(Value Added Product) ManufacturingPlant –
2400 TPA.
2nd Phase Mining land purchase
– 7 Acres

Period

1200
2023-26
1500

10.1.1 Installation of Fine Grade (Value Added Product) Manufacturing Plant 2400 TPA
I.

TKCL is engaged in the manufacture of hydrous kaolin (China clay) for
various industrial applications. Particle size distribution, optical
properties, particle shape, grain size, viscosity and TDs are the
important properties that influence the premium end-use
use applications
like paper & board coating, paint & specialty coatings and printing
ink.

II.

Value addition is carried out by adopting new proven process
techniques and special processing equipment to impart value to the
finished
d product. Delamination,, Centrifuging, special bleaching, fine
screening and fine milling are some of the new processing techniques
used for making high value product. Machinery/equipments are
sourced from reputed manufacturers
manufacturers.

III.

De-laminator
laminator supplied by Impex,
Impex, filled with glass beads, is used to dede
stack the hexagonal plates and to improve the fineness without
altering the particle shape.. Decanter/Nozzle centrifuge supplied by
Alfa-lavel
lavel or Penwalt is utilized for separating the fine from coarse
particles and
nd to obtain the desired fine particle size distribution.
Vibro-screens
screens supplied by Penwalt or SWECO fitted with 400 mesh is
used for the fine screening to remove the sand/grit particles very close
to nil level. Sweco screens have vibration both in vertica
vertical and
horizontal axis. Air classifier mill supplied by REICO is engaged for the
fine grinding of spray dried material to very high Hegman grind value.
This has internal classification mechanism.

IV.

The modernized plant is capable of producing 1500 TPM products
produc
(60TPD) and the breakup of this is given in Table below. It is possible
to produce higher quantity of VAP and it is easy to market. But the
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coarse generated will be more and finding market for this product in
the low end application area is very difficult.
difficult. So it is better to produce
200 TPM VAP in the beginning. The market value of the products is
also calculated and it comes to 169 lakhs / month.
V.

Product quantity and market value
Production
Quantity/ Month

Price in
Rs./mt

Value in
Lakhs/month

VAP

200

18,000

36.0

Kaolex

850

13,000

110.5

Coarse

450

5,000

22.5

Product

Total
VI.

1500

169.0

The important equipment required for producing VAP is given in Table
below. De-laminator
laminator helps to increase the fineness, centrifuge
separate the fines from coarse, and Vibro-screens
screens removes the excess
grit present in the product. Tanks are needed to store various different
grades separately.

VII.

Important Process equipments
Product

VAP

Kaolex

De-laminators

4

2

Centrifuges

1

1

Vibro screens

4

2

Additional Tanks

2

2

Coarse

2

Expert comment: - Building on the experience of EICL we should be
able to optimize Capex requirements for VAP Production.
10.1.2 Second Phase of Mining Land purchase – 7 Acres of land
Existing clay deposit is almost under depleting stage. Hence in order to
assure the availability of raw clay for enhanced production, company has
already purchased 4.32 acres of mining land as first phase. But this is not
sufficient for prolonged raw clay requirem
requirement.
ent. Hence we are planning to go
for a second phase of mining land purchase which is currently estimated as
7 acres, and exist in continuation to existing new mining land. On acquiring
this land, the company will ensure availability of raw clay for next 20-25
20
years.
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10.1.3 The benefits of mid-term
term plan are,
I.

Increased market acceptability due to fine grade (KAOFINE)
production.
The company has one business i.e. producing and marketing Kaolin
of different grades. At present it is catering to pre coat applications for
paper industry with comparatively low margins. However company
has tremendous market opportunity if it can produce high end top
coating products.
This problem, low price realization, is addressed by
a. Modernizing plant and machinery and removing production bottle
necks
b. Producing & Selling Value Added Products
At present the m
modernization
odernization is almost complete and the fac
facilities for
value added products are expected to be completed by first quarter of
FY2024-25.

II.

More remunerative – Rs 16000/MT
The value added hydrous kaolin have potential market of more than
100000 tons per annum in India with a market price of 1600016000
20000/MT.
Ultrafine grades used in top coat of paper & board are mostly
imported from various countries in bulk volume and finer grades are
sourced from India. The price varies depending on the currency value
against USD.
By installing additional machinery, micro
cro fine variety of Kaolin can be
added in the product portfolio and average realization will increase by
30%.

III.

Turn-over
over can be raised to Rs 2174 lakhs
The Mid term plan scheduled for execution will bring about turn
turnaround of the company and make it a profit
it making, dividend paying
PSU of the state government. Company also will have competitive
advantage assuring good performance for a long period. The
anticipated turn-over
turn over of the company for this period is given in the
table below.
Turn Over
(Rs. in Lakhs)

2022-23

2023-24

2024-25
25

2025-26

1698

1802

1853

2174
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IV.

Additional employment generation – 54 Nos.
The Work Study & Manpower Assessment was carried out during
January 2020 by Kerala State Productivity Council to ascertain
human capital requirement (Executives, Staff & Workmen) with
reference to organizational/ functional objectives and work load/ task
at each work position in order to achieve the production target of
1500MT/ month including
ing VAP & diversification plant. Details
D
of
human capital requ
requirement are given in the table below.
Description
Short Term Projects

Officer
10

Category
Staff
37

Workmen
78

17

61

101

Mid Term Projects
(Based on work study)
V.

Total
125
179

PBT attains positive value
From the profitability projection it can be seen that during the period
2023-24
24 the company will be having a positive PBT value.
Profit before tax / Loss (-)
(
Rs. In Lacs

VI.

2022-23

2023-24

2024-25
25

2025-26

9

98

161

5

Raw clay sufficiency for next 25 years.
Mining land purchase of 4.32 acres was completed by February, 2020
at a cost of Rs. 650 lakhs. Another 7 acres of land will be purchased
in 2022-23
23 at a cost of Rs.1500 lakhs.
As per study conducted by Department of Mining and Geology, Kaolin
Deposit of 1.67 million tonnes is available in Kanjirac
code area of
Mulavana Village. This will meet the raw material requirement of
TKCL for the next 25 years. Thus the company has the unique
advantage raw material availability in close proximity for a long
period.
Expert commen
comment: - After reconfirming available reserve in
compliance with NGT guidelines, if need be we should project
additional Capex requirements for Mining Land purchase to meet
25 yrs. Plant requirements.

VII.

Fuel cost reduction by sun drying for low end products.
The wet product from process is presently dried using LNG heating.
And the cost is about Rs.2214/mt. The estimated cost for handling
and transportation to and fro/ Tonne of product will be Rs. 1650/
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giving a cost savings of Rs. 564/mt. the savings per mon
month
th for 450 mt
will be nearly Rs. 2.5 Lakhs.
Lakhs. This being policy matter G
Govt.
permission is sought.
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11.
11.1

The detail of long term project is shown in the table below.
Project Details
Additional land purchase for Plant –
5 Acres
Installation of Calcination feed plant –
18000 TPA
Installation of Calcination plant –
15000 TPA

11.2

LONG TERM PLAN

Cost (Rs. In Lakhs)

Period

Approximate cost
expected Rs 6000 lakhs.
(Exact estimation will be
done in DPR preparation)

2026-31

The benefits of long term plan are,
I.

Calcined clay (Spinel) used in premium grade emulsion Paint.

In India only spinal grade, suitable for paint application is
having the market value and various grades are produced for
supply to the paint industry. Ultrafine grades are used for the
10 – 30 % replacement of costly Titanium dioxide depending on
the paint formulation
formulation in premium grade emulsion paints. The
price of titanium dioxide is going up and the demand for
calcined clay is bound to increase year on year.
II.

Also as filler in Paper &Rubber
The finer grade hydrous clay comes out of this process goes for
producing calcined clay. This leaves behind the coarser grade hydrous
clay. The coarser clay finds application as filler grade
de material in
sectors like paper
paper, rubber, ceramic, glass fiber, soap and detergent
etc. There is an opportunit
opportunity even though the profit margin is low.

III.

Attractive appreciation with market price Rs 23000/23000/ per MT
All major paint industries in India require whiter grade calcined
clay which is used in the premium grade emulsion paint as

partial replacement of costly Titanium dioxide.
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The average profit with respect to cost of production is nearly
50% in case of Calcined Clay and VAP

IV.

Product

Rate/ MT

Profit share w.r.to
Cost of Production

Kaofine (Top coat grade - VAP)

Rs.18,000

50%

Calcined Clay
(VAP)

Rs. 23,000

50%

Potential customers – Asian Paints, Nerolac, Berger etc.
There are manufacturers outside Kerala, mainly from the Bhuj region
of Gujarat, but
ut competition from these players is not affecting the
TKCL’s market for the product, as quality of TKCL product is superior
to them and also due to geographical reasons competitors are not in a
position to meet the requirement of South Indian customers at a
competitive rate. Due to this,
this TKCL can attract many potential
customers like Asian Paints, Nerolac, Burger etc who have very high
demand for their products.

V.

High market demand – 1.0 lakh MT per annum by 2030
2030-31
The global demand of Kaolin products is around 1 lakh mt/ annum
and is growing at 3.5% CAGR. Also Asia-Pacific
Pacific region is predicted to
dominate the Kaolin market with a CAGR of 5%. Even though the
Covid 19 Pandemic has slowed down the growth
growth, this sector is ready
to bounce back to its normalcy in next 2 years.
Before the Covid 19 period, Indian Paint industry was growing at
around 9% which represents a good demand for kaolin. Other
industries like paper, ceramic, construction, rubber and plastics were
also in the growing trend which also increases the demand for kaolin
in India.
Altogether it was estimated that kaolin demand will grow at 7.5 - 10%
over the next few years. At the other hand, quality reserves of kaolin
are diminishing day by day in the private sector due to lack of mining
land especially in Kerala. This will give further opportunity to TKCL
for growth in the coming years.
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VI.

Turn-over
over expected – Rs 4500 lakhs
Based on the expected production and average realization of the

unit, the turn
turn-over is expected to reach Rs.4500 lakh during
2030-31
31 period.
VII.

Employment generation expected – 150 nos
For achieving the above targets Manpower rationalization prospects
including recommendations for re-skilling,
re
multi-skilling,
skilling, and re
retraining is highly required.
The Work Study & Manpower Assessment of the unit was carried out
during January 2020 by Kerala State Productivity Council to
ascertain
scertain human capital requirement (Executives, Staff & Workmen)
with reference to organizational/ functional objectives and work load/
task at each work position in order to achieve the production target of
1500 mt/month
/month including VAP & diversification plant.The
ant.The long term
human capital requirements are based on the calcination project and
projection of the existing mid
mid-term plan.

Description

Category

Total

Officer

Staff

Workmen

Mid Term Projects
(Based on work study)

17

61

101

179

Long Term Projects

22

97

207

326

11.2.1 About calcined clay

11.2.1.1 Calcined clay is anhydrous aluminium silicate produced by heating
hydrous clay to high temperature in a kiln. During heating at high
temperature the surface hydroxyl groups (Water molecules) are
removed and the surface becomes porous.
11.2.1.2 The micro-porous
porous sur
surface structures reflect light in multi-foldings
foldings and
scatter

light effectively results in better optical properties like

brightness, whiteness and opacity. Also particle size becomes coarser
because of agglomeration and material becomes harder due to fusion.
fusio
Calcination process increases the oil absorption because of more
surface area due to the porous structure.
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11.2.1.3 During heating above 500ºC to 900ºC, the crystalline structure of
hydrous clay breaks down and becomes amorphous (Meta-kaolin).
(Meta
There is about 14 % weight loss due to the vaporisation of crystalline
water. The material becomes coloured due to the oxidation of iron
impurities. This low temperature calcined product find applications in
plastic cable, Ultramarine blue and Ready Mix Concrete.
11.2.1.4 At high temperature (above 1000ºC), the crystalline structure forms
again and the product is in the Spinal phase. During this process the
coloured impurity goes inside the crystalline structure and material
becomes whiter, which is suitable for high end applicatio
applications
ns like paint,
paper and rubber.

11.2.1.5 At very high temperature (above 1200ºC), fusion of crystalline
structure occurs and the material becomes very hard (Mullite). This
very high temperature calcined clay finds application in ceramic and
refractory.
11.2.1.6 Presence off mica, iron and titanium reduces the brightness of calcined
clay and quartz powder induces the fusion and agglomeration of
particles during high temperature calcinations.
11.2.2 Application of product

11.2.2.1 Three types of calcined clays available in the market and its
applications are given in the following table.
Type

Structure &
hardness

ISO
B’ness

-2 µ
(%)

Metakaolin

Amorphous
and soft

70-85

40-60

Spinel

Crystalline
and hard

89-94

60-90

Mullite

Fused crystal
and very hard

95-98

20-40

End use
PVC Cables
Ultra marine blue
RMC Concrete
Paint, - Extender
Paper - Filler
Rubber - Filler
Ceramics
Refractory
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12.
12.1

GOVERNMENT SUPPORT

Conversion of loans upto 2020-21
2020
into equity

12.1.1 Government has supported the company through Project loans and working
capital loans right from beginning. Project loans given to company prior to
the period 2017-18
18 has not been used properly due to which by 2016,
company has reached a closure status. Ave
Average
rage monthly production for the
first half of 2016 has dropped into such a pathetic stage of 156 mt.
Company was not able to serve its customers with required good quality
finished goods. Very old plant aging nearly 45 years was the main reason.
Also cost of production was very high due to high fuel cost for drying. In
2016, Diesel was used as the fuel which cost around Rs 6000/6000/ per MT of
production. Also company doesn’t explore the possibility of acquiring new
mining land. All these factors affected adver
adversely
sely and company has reached a
state of complete closure. In 2017
2017-18,
18, government has supported company
for plant modernization, LNG/LPG plant installation for fuel cost reduction
and mining land purchase. Due to this, company installed LPG plant in
2017 and
d attained a stage of making operating profit from 2018-19.
2018
After
plant modernization in March 2021, production has come upto a level of
1220 MT. Turn-over of the company has increased from Rs 216 lakhs to Rs
Rs.
900 lakhs in 2020-21.
21. In last three financial years company is making
operating profit continuously. However this performance is not reflected in
the final result, where due to huge financial cost evolved from old loans and
interests, operating profit made is eroded off and negative PBT is the final
outcome.
utcome. In order to resolve this issue company has proposed to convert all
the loans and its interest upto 2020-21
2020 21 into equity so that the financial
statement becomes bankable. This will finally reduce the dependency of
company to government and in turn it can depend on banks for loan
purpose. A serious intervention from the part of government is required to
attain this task.
12.2

Intervention to settle old KSEB dues

12.2.1 Company had a porcelain division which was closed down in the year 2003.
A major fraction of out
outstanding
standing dues with KSEB was due to this defunct
unit. In 2017, KSEB demanded an amount of Rs.44Cr.as on against old
electricity dues and interest. Of this, principal is Rs.8.79Cr and the
remaining is interest amount. The arrear period is from 1986 to May, 2013.
From 2013, company is remitting monthly payments promptly. Company
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received an RR (Revenue Recovery) notice in the month of June, 2017 on the
basis of requisition raised by KSEB to Revenue Department for recovering
the aforesaid dues of Rs.44Cr. On finding anomaly in the account statement
of KSEB, a series of reconciliation meetings were carried out between KSEB
and Company officials. As a result of reconciliation and one time settlement
benefit, the amount was finally reduced to Rs. 15.62 Cr with a principal
component as Rs. 7 Cr. Company has remitted an amount of Rs. 3 Cr and
requested KSEB to account this against the principal amount for which a
favorable reply has not obtained so far. Altogether now the total dues stands
at Rs.12.62 Cr. Options o
off settlement through the transfer of unused land of
company is also under consideration.
12.3

Explore the possibility of land transfer to settle KSEB dues

12.3.1 KSEB in 2018, put up a proposal to settle the old dues by transferring
company’s land available. To this c
company
ompany responded positively and offered
its mined out land at Mulavana for transfer. KSEB rejected this proposal by
saying that this land is not useful for them for setting up any project. At the
same time in turn gave a counter proposal to hand over the 2 acres of prime
land at Mukkada junction, close to Kundara town. When this proposal could
not be made workable, another proposal for the transfer of 2 acres of
Porcelain division was suggested in a meeting in which both hon’ble
Ministers of Industry and El
Electricity
ectricity were present. So far no decision in this
regard has been made and the issue is prevailing. At any time the revenue
recovery order can be once again issued and smooth operation of the
company will be affected. Hence a serious intervention of gover
government is
sought in this matter.
12.4

Speedy recruitment through Public Sector Selection and Recruitment Board

12.4.1 Average age of employees, including officers is between 45 to 55 years. Many
functional departments like Mining, Quality control, Marketing etc are
devoid
oid of proper qualified persons. Also immediately retiring positions in
other areas required to be inducted with second line. Company’s recruitment
is carried out through PSC and Employment exchange. However certain
positions are not covered in the existin
existing
g recruitment methods. All these
areas, especially key positions, not covered under PSC and EE, needs to be
immediately filled through Public Sector Selection and Recruitment Board.
This will help company to develop an adequate second line, which will
support the on-going
going progress envisaged in Master Plan.
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12.5

Permanent road access for company

12.5.1 At present company does not have an own road connecting its front side to
public road from Kanjiracode
Kanjiracode junction to Kundara Techno Park. In 2009,
when company’s land was a
acquired
cquired for Techno Park, the connection between
company gate and public road was got disrupted and company was asked to
construct a separate road for its ingress and egress through a mined out
water filled land through PWD. However PWD could not complete this
t
work
due to many issues developed at that time with the contractor. Now that
work is in an abandoned stage and as a result of which company is still
using the temporary muddy road provided by Techno Park. It does not allow
the movement of company’s veh
vehicle
icle through its main gate. Under this
circumstances, company need to construct an independent road for the
movement of its vehicles at the earliest. TKCL is planning to conduct a
technical feasibility study to construct a road through mined out water fill
filled
area through which only company has a connection to the existing public
road without touching Techno Park area. A serious intervention from the
part of government is sought to reach a final solution for this issue.
12.6

Fund sourcing for Mid
Mid- term plan

12.6.1 Once equity conversion is achieved as stated above, company’s balance
sheet will become acceptable to bank for sanctioning financial assistance.
Then the government support required for mid-term
mid term plan envisaged can be
reduced to 50%, with 30% bank loan and the remaining
remaining sourced by
company’s fund.
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Comments by Financial expert on Master Plan.
I have gone through the master plan submitted by Kerala Ceramics Ltd to the Govt of Kerala. My
observations on the plans and further clarifications required on the same are noted below:
1. Kerala ceramics is an organization incurring losses since its inception in 1963. Company has an
accumulated loss of 101 corers and a negative net worth of 77 crs. Even though the organization
has made some headway in recent past by modernization and usage of cheaper alternate fuel, the
company could not generate profit mainly due to the large interest cost. Even after the proposed
project implementation, expected profit generation is not sufficient enough for wiping off the losses
incurred in the past.
2. The projected turnover and profitability figures
f
are not substantiated by the details of revenue
and cost figures.
3. It would have been appropriate if the expected revenue and profit generation is shown against
each investment proposals, so that the payback period and project attractiveness could easily be
ascertained.
4. The employee cost seems to be very high to the tune of 30%, which is no way comparable to
the industry benchmarks. There are proposals for large scale enhancement of employee strength,
which needs to be done judiciously for ensuring the sustainability of the organization. The report
should spell out ways and methods for reducing the employee cost probably by mechanizing the
activities.
With warm regards

Comments by MD
1. It has already been requested to government for converting loans and interest into equity
after writing off the accumulated losses. This proposal is under the active consideration of the
government. It has already been considered and mentioned in Master Plan.
2. Brief summary of projections of profit and losses for next five years have been given. Also
basis of arriving cost figures given.
3. Total revenue expected to be doubled after implementation of short term plan. Additional
21% hike
e expected after midterm plan. PBDIT is expected to increase from Rs 55 lakhs to Rs
545 lakhs after short term plan implementation and to Rs 735 lakhs after midterm plan.
Revenue and Profit hike expected is in comparison to last FY 2020
2020-21 figures.
4. After installation
nstallation and commissioning of short term plan, from 2023-24,
2023 24, employee cost is
expected to come down due to substantial increase in production and revenue. However the
suggestion is well taken and will take all our efforts to mechanize the plant to the maximum
m
possible extent.

Managing Director
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